Single-channel speech enhancement with deep neural networks (DNNs) has shown promising performance and is thus intensively being studied. In this paper, instead of applying the mean squared error (MSE) as the loss function during DNN training for speech enhancement, we design a perceptual weighting filter loss motivated by the weighting filter as it is employed in analysis-by-synthesis speech coding, e.g., in code-excited linear prediction (CELP). The experimental results show that the proposed simple loss function improves the speech enhancement performance compared to a reference DNN with MSE loss in terms of perceptual quality and noise attenuation. The proposed loss function can be advantageously applied to an existing DNN-based speech enhancement system, without modification of the DNN topology for speech enhancement.
INTRODUCTION
Single-channel speech enhancement aims to improve the quality and intelligibility of a speech signal degraded by additive noise, where the noisy mixture signal from only one microphone is available. As a widely researched problem, quite a number of contributions have been made over past decades, including conventional and data-driven speech enhancement approaches. Data-driven approaches have shown promising performance under non-stationary noise conditions, and they receive increasing research attention [1] . Therein, a regression for the spectral weighting rule indexed by the a posteriori signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and a priori SNR for each frequency bin is trained and shows superior performance compared to conventional approaches [2, 3] . As deep neural networks (DNNs) provide an effective way for supervised learning, DNNbased speech enhancement is intensively studied [4] [5] [6] [7] . DNNs are trained to classify the noisy mixture signal into speech or noise for each frequency bin, known as ideal binary mask (IBM) [4] . Furthermore, some ratio masks are proposed as the targets for DNN training, e.g., the ideal ratio mask (IRM) [5] and fast Fourier transform (FFT) mask [6] . Those masks are usually trained directly by minimizing the error between the estimated mask and the oracle mask, which serves as a target. However, it is also possible to indirectly train the mask by introducing a multiplicative layer for the microphone signal during training, which allows to optimize the loss between clean speech targets and estimated clean speech. This has shown superior performance [8] . Besides, DNNs are used to directly estimate the clean speech from the noisy speech by a regression [7] .
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Loss functions play a key role in DNN training for speech enhancement, and the mean squared error (MSE) is a straightforward choice. The MSE loss is mostly applied in the same domain as the network's input [7] , but it can be also computed in a different domain to exploit additional domain knowledge [9] . Instead of using the MSE loss, some other loss functions are designed to optimize the perceptual metrics during the training, e.g., shorttime objective intelligibility (STOI) [10] and/or perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [11] are taken into account as loss functions. However, since the computation of both metrics is nondifferentiable, some approximations have to be introduced in order to obtain fully differentiable loss functions for backpropagation [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . As an alternative, in [17] , the policy gradient method is applied on the basis of a sampling algorithm, leading to signals which achieve higher metric scores. Furthermore, in [18] , the estimation of a metric score can be obtained by the discriminator of a generative adversarial network, and the generator then uses the prediction to decide for a gradient direction for optimization. Also, some perceptual weighting rules are proposed in loss functions for neural network training to achieve a better perceptual quality, e.g., high-energy frequency areas are emphasized in the loss functions in [19, 20] . However, a perceptual model is not considered in [19] and the loss function proposed in [20] contains an empirical function to balance boosting high energy components and suppressing low energy components. Besides, the absolute threshold of hearing and masking principles from psychoacoustics [21] are applied to construct the loss function in [22] , where a slight improvement over using the MSE loss is found at very low SNR levels. In [23] , the authors propose a multi-target training that incorporates a perceptual weighting loss. However, the approach requires to change the network topology by adding additional output nodes, which results in a doubling of output nodes in [23] . This hinders the straightforward integration of the concept into existing frameworks as not only additional training targets have to be extracted, but also the topology has to be altered.
In this paper, two perceptual weighting filters from codeexcited linear predictive (CELP) speech coding, as in, e.g., adaptive multi-rate (AMR) [24] , wideband AMR (AMR-WB) [25] , and enhanced voice services (EVS) [26] , are applied to design the loss function for DNN training in speech enhancement. The perceptual weighting filter is originally used to shape the coding noise / quantization error to be less audible by exploiting the masking property of the human ear [27] . Motivated by the success of the weighting filter when used to shape coding noise, we apply it in this work to design the loss function to achieve improved perceptual quality in the context of speech enhancement, aiming to combat acoustic background noise (instead of coding noise, as has been done in [28] ). We propose to extract the frequency response of the weighting filter from the clean speech and directly apply it to the loss function, resulting in an unaltered DNN architecture with no need to change the topology as in [23] . This results in an approach which is easy to integrate into existing frameworks. The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we briefly introduce the reference DNN-based speech enhancement with MSE loss. In Section 3 we describe the adopted weighting filter and how it is applied to the loss function in DNN training. Section 4 presents the experimental setup, the evaluation results, and the discussion. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
REFERENCE DNN WITH MSE LOSS
In this paper, the single-channel noisy mixture signal is modelled as y(n) = s(n) + d(n), with s(n) being the clean speech signal, d(n) being the additive noise, and n being the discrete-time sample index. By applying a K-point FFT, the frequency domain analogue is Y ℓ (k) = S ℓ (k)+D ℓ (k), with ℓ being the frame index and k ∈ {0,1,. . .,K −1} being the frequency bin index. The frames are assembled by applying the periodic Hann window function with 16 ms frame length and 50% overlap.
The reference DNN trained with MSE loss and the proposed approach using the weighting filter loss share the same enhancement structure apart from the loss function. The shared structure is shown in the upper grey-shaded part of Figure 1 (denoted as "Enhanced speech spectral amplitudes"). The input of the DNN are the spectral amplitudes of the current noisy signal's frame |Y ℓ (k)| along with the spectral amplitudes of two left and two right context frames, resulting in the number of DNN input nodes being 5×129 = 645. Note that only the first K/2 + 1 = 129 spectral amplitude values per frame are to be enhanced with K = 256, since the other values can be obtained symmetrically. Then, the mask |M ℓ (k)|, implicitly predicted by the DNN, is multiplied to the noisy spectral amplitudes |Y ℓ (k)| to generate the enhanced speech spectral amplitudes
It is worth noting that the targets for DNN training are the clean speech spectral amplitudes |S ℓ (k)|. Finally, the enhanced speech signalŝ(n) is obtained by performing the inverse FFT together with the noisy phase from Y ℓ (k) and overlap-add synthesis.
The DNN topology used in this paper is shown in Figure 2 . The DNN contains five hidden layers, which are fully-connected layers, followed by batch normalization, leaky rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation functions, and dropout with a dropout rate of 0.2. In addition, skip connections are used to add up the layer outputs with
Hidden layers DNN Figure 2 : Detailed view of the DNN: The operation FC(N ) stands for a fully-connected layer with N nodes, followed by batch normalization, leaky ReLU activation functions, and dropout. The output layer contains batch normalization, a fully-connected layer with 129 nodes, and sigmoid activation functions.
matching dimensions, in order to ease the vanishing gradient problem during training [29] . The output layer, implicitly predicting the mask spectral amplitudes |M ℓ (k)|, has K/2+1 = 129 nodes with sigmoid activation functions to limit the output to 0 ≤ |M ℓ (k)| ≤ 1.
PERCEPTUAL WEIGHTING FILTER LOSS

Perceptual Weighting Filter in CELP Speech Coding
In AMR speech coding, the perceptual weighting filter, employed in the analysis-by-synthesis search of the codebooks, is expressed according to [24] as
where
are the linear prediction (LP) coefficients of frame ℓ, Np is the prediction order, and γ1, γ2 are the perceptual weighting factors. As the search of the codebooks is done by minimizing the weighted error between the clean speech and the coded speech, the weighted error becomes spectrally white, meaning that the final (unweighted) coding error is proportional to the inverse weighting filter 1/W ℓ (z). This inverse weighting filter has similarities to the structure of the clean speech spectral envelope which exploits the masking property of the human ear: More energy of the quantization error will be in the speech formant regions, as 1/W ℓ (z) is somewhat below the spectral envelope there.
A variant of the above weighting filter, originally used in AMR-WB (also used in the recent EVS codec) [25, 26] is proposed as
where the LP coefficients a ′ ℓ (i) are computed based on the speech being preemphasized by a filter Hpre(z) = 1 − βz −1 . Note that the weighting filter in the codecs is originally of the form 1 − A ′ ℓ (z/γ1) /Hpre(z) and a de-emphasis filter H −1 pre (z) is applied in the decoder. Therefore, the quantization error is actually proportional to 1/ 1−A ′ ℓ (z/γ1) [25] , resulting in the equivalent weighting filter (3). Both filter types being employed as potential weighting filter losses will be evaluated and discussed in the next section.
To intuitively understand this shaping effect, we exemplarily show the clean speech spectral envelope, the pedestrian (PED) noise amplitude spectrum, and the noise shaped by the inverse weighting filter (2) for an example frame in Figure 3 . This example frame is from the speech file bbaf1s of the Grid corpus [30] downsampled to 16 kHz, the pedestrian noise is from the CHiME-3 dataset [31] , and the SNR is 5 dB. The AMR weighting filter (2) is used in this example with Np = 16, γ1 = 0.92, and γ2 = 0.6. It shows nicely, how the noise is shaped to be "hidden" under the speech spectral envelope, so that the shaped noise will be less perceivable by the human ear. Frequency bin k Figure 3 : Clean speech spectral envelope, pedestrian (PED) noise amplitude spectrum, and the inverse weighted PED noise amplitude spectrum for an example frame.
Perceptual Weighting Filter Loss in DNN Training
Now that the perceptual weighting filter from CELP speech coding has been revisited, we show how a weighting filter loss is constructed for DNN training in Figure 1 . We derive the loss from the AMR weighting filter, while the AMR-WB weighting filter is obtained straightforward. First, LP analysis is performed based on the clean speech frame s ℓ (n) to obtain the frame-wise LP coefficients a ℓ (i). Then, the weighting filter W ℓ (z) is calculated by (2) and the corresponding frequency amplitude response is obtained as
Finally, the loss function is obtained as
is the weighted error, and E ℓ (k) = |S ℓ (k)|− |S ℓ (k)| is the training error. As E w ℓ (k) becomes spectrally white, we find that E ℓ (k) ∼ 1/|W ℓ (k)|. As a result, the residual noise is expected to be less audible. It is worth noting that in the enhancement stage, the inference process of this DNN is the same as for the reference DNN.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Experimental Setup and Evaluation Metrics
The speech material used in this paper is from the Grid corpus [30] and is downsampled to 16 kHz. We randomly select 8 female and 8 male speakers, and each speaker includes 100 sentences with a duration of 3 seconds per sentence. Thus, the total amount of clean speech used for training and validation is 80 minutes long. Another 2 female and 2 male speakers with 20 sentences each are used for testing. The additive background noise is from the CHiME-3 dataset: Pedestrian noise (PED), café noise (CAF), and street noise (STR) are used for the training, validation, and test, while bus noise (BUS) is used additionally as an unseen noise type for testing. Training and validation material contains the noisy data at six SNR levels (from -5 dB to 20 dB with 5 dB step size), and these two sets are obtained by a split with a ratio of 4 : 1 with a propor- tional number of sentences covered by all the speakers, noise types and SNR levels. Note that the noise material used in the test set is also disjoint from that for training and validation.
Regarding the DNN training, the input is first normalized to have zero mean and unit variance based on the statistics of the training data. Then, the weights of the DNN are trained by minimizing the loss function, applying the Adam algorithm with the learning rate being 5 · 10 −4 . The weights are updated after each minibatch containing 128 input and target pairs, which are randomly selected from the training data.
In order to evaluate the speech enhancement system including both, speech and noise components, PESQ [32] and STOI [10] are used to measure the quality and the intelligibility of the enhanced speech. Also, SNR improvement (SNRI) [33] is used to measure the SNR improvement achieved by the speech enhancement system.
Regarding the evaluation metric for the speech component, segmental speech-to-speech-distortion ratio (SSDR) is calculated after [34] as
where L is the set of frame indices for speech active frames and SSDR(ℓ) is limited from Rmin = −10 dB to Rmax = 30 dB by SSDR(ℓ) = max {min {SSDR ′ (ℓ),Rmax},Rmin}. The term SSDR ′ (ℓ) is actually calculated as
where N ℓ is the set of sample indices n belonging to frame ℓ, s(n) is the clean speech, ands(n) is the time-aligned filtered speech component. Note that this filtered speech components(n) and the following filtered noise componentd(n) are obtained on the basis of (1), but replacing the noisy speech spectral amplitudes |Y ℓ (k)| by either the speech component spectral amplitudes |S ℓ (k)|, or the noise component spectral amplitudes |D ℓ (k)|, respectively [35] .
Another evaluation metric we use in this paper to measure the SNR improvement is ∆SNR = SNRout − SNRin, where SNRin is the SNR level for the noisy mixture y(n), and SNRout is calculated based ons(n) andd(n). 
Experimental Results and Discussion
We first search for the optimal parameter γ1 of the perceptual weighting filter applied to the loss function by conducting experiments on a development dataset. This development dataset is a subset of the validation data, which uses a quarter of the data from the validation dataset covering all speakers, noise types, and SNR levels. It is used to decrease the amount of data for optimal parameter search, thus improving efficiency. As shown in Figure 4 , the two abovementioned perceptual weighting filters (see (2) and (3), with Np = 16) are evaluated with various perceptual weighting factors.
Regarding the weighting filter from AMR, we search the optimal γ1, as different γ1 values are also applied for different bitrates in the AMR codec [24] . In the meanwhile, we keep γ2 = 0.6 unchanged because an informal search on γ2 with limited values shows that the performance has a rather weak dependency on γ2. The same search range of γ1 is also investigated for the weighting filter from AMR-WB, and we keep the preemphasis filter factor β = 0.68 as in [25] . The factor combinations actually define the spectral shape and the spectral tilt of the weighting filter. It can be seen that under the investigated parameters, the weighting filters with various γ1 from AMR shows generally better performance compared to those from AMR-WB. The weighting filters of AMR with γ1 in the selected range (left part in Figure 4 ) can outperform the reference DNN except for some outlier values of γ1. The optimal settings are the weighting filter from AMR (2) with γ1 = 0.92, γ2 = 0.6. The DNN model optimized by the loss function with the optimal weighting filter settings will be used in the following experiments (denoted as Weighted DNN).
In Table 1 , we report the results on the test dataset and compare them to the reference DNN. The results are collected in four noise conditions and all values are averaged over six SNRs from -5 to 20 dB. We can see the PESQ score improvements from the noisy speech y(n) to the enhanced speechŝ(n) for both approaches. Compared to the reference DNN, the proposed method achieves improved PESQ performance in the range of 0.07...0.11 points for the three seen noise types (PED, CAF, and STR), and 0.05 points improvement for the unseen BUS noise condition. The STOI measures are comparable for the two approaches. Regarding the SNR improvement, the proposed approach consistently outperforms the reference DNN in terms of SNRI and ∆SNR by more than 3.5 dB and 0.6 dB, respectively, for all four noise conditions. The results support the effectiveness of the proposed loss function, showing that the difference between the enhanced speech and the clean speech is less perceptually significant. We notice that the SSDR is decreased by using the weighting filter loss function, which is easy to explain: The trained DNN with the weighting filter loss is biased to focus on the spectrum, i.e., more focus is put on the clean speech spectral valley regions and less on the formant regions. This effectively improves the perceptual quality of the enhanced speech as shown in the above PESQ scores, however, it introduces some measurable distortions to the speech component. This proves that the weighting filter loss does what it is expected to do: It does not excel the reference DNN in terms of MSE (or SSDR), but only subjectively (shown by PESQ).
We further show some results in various SNR levels in Figure 5 , where all the values are averaged over the four noise types. The PESQ score improvement for the proposed approach over the reference DNN is more significant in higher SNR levels than in lower SNR levels. As already shown in Table 1 , the STOI measures for the two approaches are quite comparable also across various SNR levels. Regarding the SNRI metric, the proposed method clearly excels the reference DNN in all SNR conditions, obtaining 4.17 dB SNRI improvement on average of SNR conditions and noise types.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a perceptual weighting filter loss is designed for deep neural network (DNN) training in speech enhancement by applying the weighting filter from CELP speech coding. Simulation results show that the proposed approach outperforms the reference DNN trained with mean squared error loss in terms of speech quality measured by PESQ and significantly higher noise attenuation measured by more than 4 dB SNR improvement and 0.7 dB ∆SNR on average over SNR levels and noise types. The proposed loss function could be applied advantageously to an existing DNN-based speech enhancement system, without modification of the DNN topology and the speech enhancement framework. The source code for the proposed approach is available at https://github.com/ifnspaml/Perceptual-Weighting-Filter-Loss.
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